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ABSTRACT: 
A new kind of barrier materials, so called “chaotic” materials and involving interactions with nano-charges, 
is presented. By contrast with conventional use of nano-clays, the sought effect consists not in increasing 
the tortuosity to penetrants but in increasing the dwelling times of solutes around accessible clays 
designed on purpose. The paper reviews several theoretical models that explain why effective diffusion 
coefficients (D) decay due to entropic trapping. The physical concepts are applied to a simple material 
made of a deactivated glass column filled with montmorillonites and exposed to several gas phases 
enriched in organic solutes. In this simple physical model, a carrier gas replaces the polymer so that 
molecular effects can be visualized and analyzed almost in real time with a simple flame-ionization 
detector. The future directions to combine a bio-sourced material (PLA) and montmorillonites are outlined. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Barrier polymer materials is of high importance in many areas including modified atmosphere 
packaging[1], materials with low leeching and therefore low food safety issues[2], polymer ageing[3], 
membrane separation[4]. Usually, good barrier polymer materials combine high cohesive energy density 
(e.g. glassy in conditions of use) and/or possibly an oriented crystalline fraction. [5-8] When intrinsic 
properties do not match expectation, a combination of materials (composite materials) must be used. 
Such strategies usually do match however current requirements for environment-friendly materials that do 
not use non-renewable carbon sources, and/or that are recyclable for the same purpose (e.g. food 
contact) or biodegradable. Due to their high sensitivity of water and other food constituents, current bio-
sourced materials fails to provide good alternative to synthetic food contact materials when good barrier 
properties are desirable. [9-11] In this perspective, we argue that the paradigm of materials opposing low 
diffusivity to penetrants need to be revised, while integrating last comprehension of molecular transport in 
polymers for gas, volatile and non-volatile penetrants. Two concepts are particularly appealing: materials 
with reactive barriers and “chaotic” materials. The first kind of materials has been initially developed in the 
1970s for groundwater and soils remediation (i.e. reduction of chlorinated contaminants, reductive 
precipitation and immobilization of uranium, chromium, and arsenic) [12]. It has been extended 
independently to chemical reactive packaging materials that incorporates a layer capable of removing 
(scavenging) a permeating species. [13] As existing scavengers are mainly focused on oxygen and water, 
their application to broad range of penetrants in particular organic substances is still speculative. “Chaotic 
materials” follow a different route and rely on a molecular description of penetrant random walks. By 
controlling the fractal trajectory of penetrants, the conventional white-noise Brownian motion of penetrants 
on short time scales can be replaced by color-chaos noise that incorporates some correlated motions. [14] 
The relationship between the spread of polymer-penetrant-free energies at molecular scale, correlations in 
penetrant displacements and finally decrease in diffusion coefficients, D, has been investigated by one of 
us[15]. It has been demonstrated theoretically that D values might be decreases by several decades by 
increasing locally the chemical affinity for some accessible regions in the polymer regardless their 
topological organization. Combined with molecular modeling of excess chemical potentials[16-18], such 
findings could be used to design novel materials that are barrier to specific organic penetrants. We are 
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currently developing a prototype of such “chaotic”materials barrier to lipophilic food constituents (fat-
contents, aroma…) based on a polylactic acid (PLA), a biodegradable polymer[9], and specifically-
modified montmorillonites, used a local chemical potential modifier. Both polymer and charge types were 
selected because an important literature has been generated on methodologies to process such materials, 
see in particular the reviews in references[19-27]. 
The goal of this communication is to present the principles of such materials from both theoretical 
considerations and simple macroscopic experiments that reproduce expected effects. The paper is 
organized as follows. Section two reviews existing and novel theories of diffusion involving entropic 
trapping. Section three presents simple experimental results based on inverse gas chromatography (IGC), 
which simulates “chaotic” materials while preserving some main ingredients: molecular interactions at the 
surface of mineral clays. In particular, it is shown that replacing partly diffusion by convection within a 
dense porous media make it possible to reproduce experimentally phenomena that would require weeks 
or months in PLA at room temperature. Future extensions and validations are finally discussed in the last 
section. 
 
 

2 THEORY OF PASSIVE BARRIER MATERIALS 
This section reviews existing thermodynamical concepts and strategies to tune transport properties of 
polymer materials regardless their initial physico-chemical properties. A complementary full mechanistic 
point of view of trace diffusion in an amorphous polymer based on long-term molecular dynamics 
simulations can be found in[28]. 
 
 

2.1 EXISTING BARRIER MATERIALS 
When intrinsic properties do not match expectation, a combination of materials must be considered such 
as multilayers (composite materials) or nanoclays materials (nano-composite).  
 
 
2.1.1 Multilayer materials 
In multilayer materials, mass transport resistances are additive with each uniform layer j opposing to 

penetrants a resistance j j
j

j

l k

D
ℜ = , where lj, kj and Dj are respectively the thickness, the Henry coefficient 

(reciprocal solubility) and diffusion coefficient respectively. In presence of microscopic gradient of 
properties, a more general formalism derived either from irreversible thermodynamics or from Stefan-
Maxwell approach[29]. The driving force of mass transfer is a chemical potential gradient instead of a 
concentration gradient, both are related from the Gibbs relationship and the sorption isotherm. Along 
dimension x, one gets: 
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with γ, X, C being the activity coefficient, the molar fraction and the volume concentration in penetrants. R 
is the ideal gas constant and T is absolute temperature. 
By replacing in the first Fick's equation the concentration gradient by the generalized driving force defined 
in Eq. (1), the diffusive flux of penetrants j may be thought as resulting from a force balance between 
driving forces (due to thermal agitation or macroscopic gradients) and viscous frictions with the 
surrounding medium: 
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where v -vbulk is the penetrant net velocity relative to the bulk phase, Γ is a thermodynamic correction 
factor (to account for non idealities). ξ is a friction coefficient that generalizes the Einstein relation used in 

kinetic theory as 
ξ

= Γ RT
D . Molar coatings, plasma-surface treatments and other layered 

nanoarchitecture methods provide opportunities for creative design and application of new barrier 
materials [30,31]. 
 
 
2.1.2 Nano-clay materials: simple “chaotic” materia ls 
The lengthening of diffusion path by adding obstacles is known to decrease the diffusion coefficient. By 
noting the tortuosity factor ζ (i.e. factor of increase of diffusion path), lumped diffusion coefficient De 
becomes by analogy with porous media [32]: 

 
e

D
D

ζ
= ε  (3) 

with ε  is the relative open cross-sectional area open to diffusion and D being the diffusion coefficient in 
the homogeneous material. Reduction of D is maximized when obstacles present large sections oriented 
perpendicular to the direction of transfer. Elastomeric-clay nanocomposites have been reviewed in [33]. 
Additional effects could be gained by introducing a fractal description diffusion coefficient [Error! 
Bookmark not defined. ]. Indeed, the effect of additional zigzags in the random walk of diffusants must be 

envisioned as negative correlations impeding the mean square displacements, ( ) ( )
all

,2 ,2
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visited by the penetrant on different time scales 2k
τ: 
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where ( ),t τr is the displacement vector between t and t+τ, cosθi is the averaged angle between 

displacements observed at time scale 2i
τ. Operators 

allt
 and ⋅ denote ensemble average over all 

possible starting times and scalar product. By noticing that ( ) ( ) ( )2 ,2 ,2
1

6
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gets: 
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Eq. (5) demonstrates that within a “chaotic” material, effects on tortuosity could be combined on several 
time scales by accumulating correlations on a log-time scale (conditions of pink noise). 
 
 

2.2 GENERALIZED “CHAOTIC” MATERIALS INVOLVING ENTROPIC TRAPPING 
Entropic trapping emerges spontaneously as soon as molecular translation occurs on a rough potential 
energy surface. The most visible consequence is that diffusant spends most of its time near the minima 
and occasionally jumps over the potential maxima. The resulting heterogeneous Poissonian dynamics has 
been evidenced both on molecular dynamics simulations in polymers[34,28] and on particle transport on 
disordered lattices[35,36,15].  
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2.2.1 Trapping subjected to a single well 
Effects of correlated displacements, or equivalently between velocities v(t), are appraised via the Green-
Kubo relation: 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
all all

all0 0

2 2
d d d

, , d d 6
d d dt t

t

t t t t t t D

τ τ

τ τ κ κ κ κ τ
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⋅ + ⋅ = += ⋅ =∫ ∫
r r

r r v v  (6) 

When diffusant velocity correlation obeys to a linear damping law with a time constant τ0, ( )D τ  

increases as ( )( )01 ex0 pD τ τ− − . In presence of trapping, the variation is opposite and D is found 

decreasing. As suggested in [37], one convenient picture is to think about a punctual particle undergoing a 
true random walk (non-correlated motions) within an empty sphere (geometrical constraints). The particle 
is expected to collide periodically with the wall so that velocity will appear will appear opposite as depicted 
in Fig. 1b. In practice no starting time needs to be privileged (stationary condition) and the time interval 
between two collisions is consequently given by the ratio between the sphere diameter and the particle 
velocity. For a true random walk, impinging times obeys to the reciprocal Mawell-Botlzmann distribution 
depicted in Fig. 1a. The corresponding velocity correlation functions and D variations are plotted in Fig. 1c 
and 1d respectively. It is worth to notice that the limit D value goes down to zero for a perfectly trapped 
molecule. As molecules are non-permanently trapped in IGC, the effect of dragging (as performed in IGC) 
is also represented by introducing an asymmetric trapping (periods with positive correlations are 5% 
longer than with negative correlations). In the latter case, the variation of D is non monotonous and 
dragging dominates long-term transport. 
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Figure 1. Dynamics of a particle moving randomly within a sphere. (a) Distribution of collision times 
(reciprocal of a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution). (b) Velocity correlations for a particular starting position 
(continuous line) and averaged over all possible starting times (dashed line). (c) Velocity correlations 
averaged all collision intervals. (d) Corresponding 3D(τ) values. 
 
The friction coefficient defined in Eq. (2) accepts a microscopic interpretation as a memory function in 
Langevin equation: 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
all all

0

d

d t t
t t t t d

τ
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2.2.2 Trapping subjected to multiple wells 
In the limit of intermediate to strong friction (the time spend to escape the well is much longer than the 
time to move from one well to the next one), the corresponding kinetic obeys to transition state theory. 
This sub-section introduced a simplified version of multiple transitions studied by us[15]. By assuming that 
molecular transport occurs between two types of adjacent wells as depicted in Fig. 2, the relationship 

between probabilities of occupancy, orc d
eqp , and frequencies of hopping, c dk →  or d ck → , are given at 

thermodynamical equilibrium by the detailed mass balance: 
 

 c d
eq c d eq d cp k p k→ →=  (8) 

 
Figure 2. Mass transport along a periodic free-energy 1D profile, where typical sites c and d are separated 
by a distance l/2. ‡ represents the transition state to cross from one site to next one. 
 

By writing transition frequency as 
‡
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, the corresponding diffusion coefficient is 

shown to decrease with the ratio of probability c d
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3 IGC AS A SIMPLE EXAMPLE OF CHAOTIC MATERIALS 
 

3.1 STEADY-STATE TRANSPORT AT THE SCALE OF SINGLE SORPTION SITE 
 
The steady transport of a population of penetrants at the scale of one single sorption site along the column 
is idealized in Figure 3. The longitudinal direction represents a macroscopic transport along the column 
with nitrogen as carrier gas, while the transverse direction details the mass balance at molecular scale. 
The residence time of each penetrant at the site position depends strongly whether it will interact or not 
with the surface. The whole process is described as a jumping process with frequencies kg, ka and kd. 
Corresponding mass fluxes, fg, fa and fd, are defined as the product of the upstream concentration with 
frequency. The microreversibility at the scale of the sorption site (condition of local thermodynamical 

equilibrium) enforces fs=fg. At any time, the molar fraction in gas and solid phases, denoted %gm and 

%sm  respectively, are: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )% ; %g g g as d
g s

g g a g g a g g a

c k c kc k
m m

c k k c k k c k k
= = =

+ + +
 (10) 

 

 
Figure 3. (a) The mass transfer description at one site in the column of IGC. (b) The free energy 
distribution in the process of desorption. 
 
The residence time is finally averaged between the residence times of adsorbed and non-adsorbed 
populations as: 
 

 ( ) ( )
1 1 1 1

1g g g asite a a
R

g d g g a d gg g a g g a

c k c k k k
t

k k k k k k kc k k c k k

   
= + + = + +      ++ +   

 (11) 

 
 

3.2 THERMODYNAMICAL INTERPRETATION 
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It is emphasized that Eq. (11) is valid either when the continuous phase is a gas or a polymer. In presence 

of a gas phase, additional simplifications can be obtained by noting that g ak k≫  and g dk k≫  and one 

gets for a column including N sites: 
 

 
1

1 1
N

site refa a
R R R

i g d d

k kN
t t t

k k k=

   
= = + = +   

   
∑  (12) 

 

with ref
R
t  being the residence time for a substance non-interacting with the surface but possibly subjected 

to tortuosity effects in the column. In our experiments, we used methane to determine this reference time. 
The specific dwelling time due to specific interaction with the surface was expressed in the framework of 
the transition state theory (see section 2.2.2 and Figure 3b): 
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A direct measurement of free energies due to adsorption is not possible but from the dependence of 

( )ln 1ref

R R
tt −  with 1/T, both enthalpic and entropic contributions can be derived. 

 
 

3.3 EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCES FOR N-ALKANES 
Retention times for a homologous series of n-alkanes ranging from pentane (C5) to nonane (C9) were 
measured to validate the principles of “chaotic” materials in various experimental conditions. The 
proposed “chaotic” material consisted in 117 mm long deactivated glass column (inner diameter 8 mm) 
filled with dried Na+-montmorillonite (reference cloisite Na+, South Clay Products, USA). Concentrations 
were measured at the outlet of the column using a flame-ionization detector. Methane (C1) was used as 
reference to assess the non-thermodynamically controlled retention time. Results are summarized in 
Figure 4. Distributions of retention times were highly asymmetric and match accordingly the reciprocal 
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (compare Figures 1a and 4a). Although a carrier gas was used, it 
evidenced that random walk though the porous structure controlled the spread of retention times 
regardless the applied carrier gas flow rate. The practical consequence is that two typical retention times 
could be calculated: the most probable retention time (distribution mode) and the averaged retention time. 
Both quantities were partly linearly correlated but the later tented to give larger values (Figure 4b). Specific 

tests with variable flow rates demonstrated that both 1
ref

R R
tt − was unaffected by the macroscopic 

mass transport in the gas phase and that the considered adsorption isotherm was linear with the 

concentration in the gas phase (Figure 4c). In addition, it was confirmed that 1
ref

R R
tt −  followed an 

Arrhenian behavior with a slope (∆H) increasing slightly with the number of carbons, as expected from 
pure van-der-Walls interactions (Fig. 4d). It is however highlighted that the values of enthalpies depended 
on the considered value of retention times. Retention times at maxima of probability led to more accurate 
Van-Hoff plots but ensemble-averages must be preferred for a consistent thermodynamical interpretation. 
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Figure 4. Experimental results obtained in inverse gas chromatography (injection volume ca. 0.02 µl). (a) 
retention times at 100°C. (b) Crude comparisons wit h 134 experimental conditions. (c) Nitrogen flow rate 

effect at 140°C. (d) Van-Hoff plots of 1
ref

R R
tt − . 

 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
The principles of “chaotic” materials has been presented and illustrated on a porous material packed into a 
chromatographic column. By replacing the polymer continuous phase by a carrier gas, the analogous 
system made it possible to assess efficiently the effects of molecular interactions on effective transport 
properties for organic solutes. Such effects will be used in a next step to design PLA-based materials that 
are specifically barriers to similar organic substances. The most promising direction consists in modifying 
the surface of studied montmorillonite clays to optimize the difference in excess chemical potentials 
between PLA and platelet surfaces. It is worth to notice that described barrier effects are cumulative to 
already described technological effects aiming at increasing the tortuosity in polymer based nano-
materials. In this work, resistance to diffusion controlled by both tortuosity and dead-end effects appears 
as significantly asymmetric retention time distributions that can be fit with conventional Maxwell-Boltzmann 
distribution. Similar results were obtained by modeling the mass transport within the column as a result of 
both convection and diffusion (see [38] for more details): 

 ( )· 0
c

D c c
t

δ
∂

∇ − ∇ ++ =
∂

u  (14) 
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where c is concentration and u is carrier gas velocity vector. Capacitance parameter δ scales the retention 
time distribution, it is equal to 1 in absence of interactions with the material in the column and higher than 
1 otherwise. It is thus shown that diffusion in the bulk (controlled by D) and molecular interactions at the 
surface of clays (controlled by δ) describe distinct effects. In absence of convection ( =u 0 ), effective 
transport equation becomes equivalent to a second Fick’s equation (or Fokker-Planck equation) with an 
effective diffusion coefficient, Deff, combining both D and δ: 
 

 ( )· ·
eff

c D
c D c

t δ

 ∂  = ∇ ∇ = ∇ ∇  ∂  
 (15) 

 
Equation (15) could define is a “chaotic” material is within the continuous mechanics framework. It is worth 
to notice that Deff should not be confused with a permeability as driving forces in diffusive flux are 
expressed as concentration gradients and not as pressure gradients. 
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